
May 12, 2018 Board Meeting Minutes 
 
Present: Bruce Cousin, Ken Chuang, Ken Hsu, Janet Hsu, David Liu, and Andy Lin 
 
The meeting commenced approximately at 9:16 AM PT 
 
Passage Reading Discussion 
-Matthew 4:1-11, John 21:15-19 and Name of Jesus reading 
 
Finance Update 
-Ken updates on the finances  

-Admin/worship category is in the positives (surplus) 
-Inreach in the negatives, but not by much 

 
Marty & John’s Status & Donations 
-Officially designating Marty and John as missionary that Christ Kaleidoscope support is still to 
be determined  
-All board members are in support, but it is necessary to look up the legal aspects of supporting 
-Possibility of  Marty and John to fill out W-9 and 1099 forms 
-Janet will inform Marty and John of the status update 
 
Mother’s Day service 
-Hung and Diem willing to grab flowers for all the mothers  
-Given during the announcements 
 
Church BBQ 
-Update on the field day games and event by Andy and Bruce: everything is set in stone 
-Need to get supplies 
-Location will be at Las Lomas 
-BBQ will be catered by Stonefire Grill 
-For this coming sunday we need to get people to sign up for the event.  
 
Homeless Outreach 
-Need to get chairs 
-Find who will be leading this music in this next homeless outreach 
-Structure of the service still to be determined 
 
Retreat update/logistics 
-June 1st-3rd at Camp Stevens in Julian, CA 
-Speaker: Jannette  
-Topic: TBD 
-Currently signed up: about 30 



-Need an update from the music group 
-Create a packet on what people need to bring and the agenda 
 
Cambodia Mission Trip Planning 
-In concerns of John and Marty, the cambodia mission trip is still being determined.  
-David will get an update from Rose 
-Mission committee to meet and discuss other possible missions ideas 
 
Small Groups- Bible Study Ideas 
-See if we can get possible leaders for next small groups 
-Possible topics for the next small groups: Spiritual disciplines, how to read the bible, talk on the 
sunday message, more discussion of the retreat topic, resisting temptation, integration of faith in 
a noisy life, personal reflection (Andrew’s idea), boundaries, other figures of the bible: Abraham, 
Moses, Paul 
 
Bucket Groups Update 
-Welcoming bucket group 

-Crystal redesign the welcome card 
-Lei to make care packages 
-Field Day happening 
-Mrs. Tong making a membership directory 

-Ken Hsu to meet with groups and will update the board 
 
The meeting concluded at approximately 11:50 AM PT 


